Prince of Songkla International Conference
Centre Security over the IP Network

Industry:
Congress & Exhibition centre

End User:
Prince of Songkla International Conference Centre (PSUICC)
Established in commemoration of the 60th Anniversary of His
Majesty, the King's Accession to the Throne, PSUICC is
Thailand's newest international convention centre and the
largest in the country's southern region. The centre is in close
proximity to a full spectrum of modern amenities and features
splendid southern-style architecture. Moreover, PSUICC is
well-equipped with fully functional state-of-the-art multi-media
technology, which caters to all types of activities. In all, the
state-of-the-art convention centre is the pride of the south.

Business Objective:
In order to provide a convention centre fit for an internationalscale and capable of hosting the full range of leading-edge
local and international events, PSUICC needs high quality
technological products for their centre. This includes security
and communication systems such as Congress, Prosound and
CCTV Systems

Solution:
To suit their demands, PSUICC specially chose Bosch Security
& Communication Systems together with Libra Network and
Security Co. Ltd. to install CCTV, Congress and Prosound
Systems in the centre. The purpose of the CCTV system is to
observe, recognise and identify. The images are relayed to the
control room, where they are shown on the video wall to the
relevant personnels. The system provides a complete overview
of what is happening in the centre, and specific areas may be
enlarged for a closer look at all possible implementable
security measures.
The DCN wireless systems installed in every conference room
contains all facilities required for achieving full control of
meetings and discussions without the need for an operator.
The system can also be easily extended, and provides ease of
use for its various functions and unique features. This system
is further complemented with the ideal state-of-the-art
Prosound system which promises uniform excellence.
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In addition, the intrusion system with 20 PIR detectors
protects the building from theft and unauthorised access.

Result:
PSUICC is highly pleased with the benefits of this flexible and
user-friendly conference system which has tremendously
faciliated the numerous meetings that take place in the centre
every day.
Hence, thanks to the reliability of the products and the
excellent work of the Bosch dealer, Libra Network and Security
Co., Ltd., PSUICC is now well-equipped with Bosch's highquality products and fully trusts the experience and
competence that comes with it.
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